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What Will Your Montreal & Quebec City Encounter Be?Wandering the cobblestoned streets of Old

Europe in the New WorldRubbing elbows with music legends (or spotting the next big thing) at Jazz

FestFeasting on everything from French haute cuisine to Hebrew-deli smoked meatTouring La

Citadelle, and realizing the raison d'etre of Quebec CityCycling, jogging, horseback riding,

bird-watching or just relaxing on 'the mountain'Spending the night in a wintry fairy-tale castle made

entirely of iceDiscover Twice The City In Half The TimeFull-color pull-out map for easy

navigationOur expert author recommends the best restaurants, museums, shops, festivals, bars

and moreHand-picked highlights and itineraries help you make the most of a short tripMeet the

locals: a caleche driver, the president of the Society of Commercial Development for Old Montreal, a

local musician, and the chef-owner of a renowned restaurant
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picked this little book up for my 3.5d trip to montreal, and it was just perfect - both in size and detail.

it's organized by neighborhoods- what to do, eat, play, drink in those areas. it's a concept that works

well since that's how i tend to explore cities anyways, and this pocket sized book fits perfectly in my

coat pocket.it's not helpful for hotels, but i prefer to do that sort of research on tripadvisor



beforehand anyways. i also would not recommend it for exploring quebec city - which is barely a

page or two afterthought stuffed in.for those visiting montreal, the two things the book didnt have a

chance to update:1) 747 express bus from the airport - run by the city, it's CA$7 per trip, but you can

pick up 1 and 3-day passes which cover both the airport bus and all metro/buses in the city. it's a

service that just started mar2010.2) bixi - montreal has this awesome bike sharing program where

you can retrieve and deposit a bike at outdoor stations throughout the city. the city's also planned

plenty of bike lanes to keep you safe.enjoy!

This was out of date but the price was perfect and we really enjoyed our trip and used this guide like

a bible. We went to both cities and had a great time, thanks to the helpful maps and tips. Using your

smartphone is expensive in Canada so having a handy guide and not chewing up precious data

was important.Only one restaurant had changed but if you are using a smart phone, you will figure

that out... Or go someplace else.

this travel book fits in a cargo pants side pocket. Because of its small size you don't get as much

detail about interesting places or as much focus on value hotels and dining options.

useful,but minimal coverage

My family and I are taking a trip to Quebec City this winter and so I went to the library and grabbed a

copy of this book because it was the most updated travel guide that they had for the region. I have

to say that I was disappointed. While there was a plethora of information on Montreal, there was

only a few pages for all of Quebec City. The descriptions were limited and did not include any

"hidden treasures" of the city. Instead, it seemed to focus only on the basic tourist attractions. The

one thing that I enjoyed about this book that other tour guides did not have is color photographs. I

loved the beautiful photos but if you're looking for trip guidance, I would find another guide book.
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